ALIYA SAFARI

TYPE OF SAFARI TOUR: > YALA, FULL DAY SAFARI TOUR

TOUR NO. TTS-23

Package inclusive of:
9 SAFARI:

04 full day safari tours in Yala National Park

9 HOTEL:

Medium class / 05 nights

Hotel Type: Medium class

Tour No.: TTS-23

Accommodation
¾ 05 nights accommodation at ‘medium class’ hotel 45 minutes from Yala NP gate
¾ Meals: half board (dinner / breakfast)
¾ Selected hotel partner choice in this program: Hotel Hibiscus Garden in Tissa (or similar)
Safari
¾ 04 full day safari tours in Yala National Park (incl. transfer from hotel – park)
¾ Private arrangement with our team and the safari vehicle only for you. Typically Land Rover Defender
¾ The duration of a full day safari is about 14 hours (incl. transfer time hotel - park). Full day safari tours are
long and quite exhausting but we will do our best to make you forget that!
¾ Your hard work is to wake up early and be ready for pick up at the hotel at 5 am. It will be nearly 7 pm
before you return to the hotel
¾ You will be inside the national park for about 12 hours; from 6 morning until 6 evening.
¾ The main first stage of safari drive is between 6 am – 9 am and the second stage is from 3 pm to 6 pm where
we have to leave the park before sunset. In between these main drives we take time for breakfast, more
drives or we’ll be waiting somewhere for wildlife movements and there is a lunch break 2-3 hours at a nice
natural location. Here there is a chance to get a nap.
¾ Things are flexible, the program is a suggested one and is depending on how the day develops
¾ During the full day safari tour we provide all picnic meals, bottled water and biscuits, tea & coffee
¾ On full day safaris a tour leader / nature guide is responsible for co-ordination. This is in addition to our
experienced driver as well as a tracker provided by the Department of Wildlife

Rate (based on 2 persons) per person: US$710

/all rates based on 2 persons unless otherwise stated/

Fair trade policy and sustainable safari:
Our rate is incl. of all expenses for entrance tickets, taxes etc. Apart from that we want to stress that our staff
and trackers are paid fair, not rock bottom minimum. What we pay is covering the tips safari people would
usually hope to get. We consider this one of our initiatives to run responsible safari operations, eliminating
the motivation to make safari a race to see wildlife due to the tips factor. Any further gratitude is your choice,
not an expectation.
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